1. Open Hood and remove plastic Radiator/core support shroud/cover.
2. Remove Plastic honeycomb insert from grille shell.
   **NOTE:** Make sure to disconnect lights from wiring harnesses.
3. Remove lights from plastic honeycomb insert. Wire tie the weathertight connectors cleared away from fan shroud area.
4. Attach bottom brackets to bottom tabs on billet grille. (see drawing below).
5. Slide Billet grille into grille opening until brackets touch the bumper cover lip. Mark the holes to drill. Remove Billet grille. Drill mounting holes in Bumper Cover.
6. Attach Top Mounting Brackets To upper Tabs on billet grille.
7. Mark the 1/8” holes to drill in the core support. Remove Billet grille and Drill holes in core support.
8. Attach lights to the billet grille with pre-fastened hardware.
9. Re-Slide Billet grille into shell opening. Fasten Top and Bottom brackets. It is recommended that the Top brackets be riveted to the core support.
10. Re-Attach the plastic Radiator/Core Support Cover. Utilize the pre-drilled holes in the Top Brackets for the mounting of plastic rivets through cover.